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NOTE: Paladin Risk Solutions is utilizing a secure cloud application to provide multiple layers of protection on the 
web and prevent exposure of open-source intelligence gathering and dark web investigations. This software 
enables research teams to maximize security, accelerate intelligence gathering and analysis, streamline network 
operations, and ensure full control and auditability of all research activity.  
 
 
 
 
DISCLAIMER: This report is confidential and is intended to be used solely by the client for whom this report was prepared 
and to whom it is addressed for information purposes only and for no other purpose, except as may be expressly stated herein. 
This report may not be copied, reproduced, disseminated, distributed or otherwise made available to any third party, in whole 
or in part, without the express written consent of Paladin Risk Solutions Inc. which consent may be withheld for any reason. In 
preparing this report, Paladin Risk Solutions Inc. has used its professional care and diligence and has endeavored to include in 
this report and to base its analysis upon information that it believes to be relevant to the purposes of this report; however, no 
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Paladin Risk Solutions Inc. as to the accuracy or completeness of 
the information included in this report.  
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1. CURRENT SITUATION 
  

A year into the pandemic and it is becoming clearer that COVID-19 will likely be with us for a long time. Even with 
vaccines the virus is expected to become an endemic. The global spread has ensured that COVID-19 will not soon 
be eradicated, similar to all other infectious diseases, of whom only smallpox has been fully eradicated. However, 
the virus will likely no longer be as dangerous of a threat as it is currently. Numbers from various countries suggest 
the virus is not a significant threat to the majority of individuals, with an average overall case fatality rate of about 
2% in developed countries. In comparison, SARS had a case fatality rate of 10%. Currently, new COVID-19 cases 
are decreasing in many countries including Canada, USA, and India, and vaccinations have been approved and are 
being administered, factors which are a glimmer of hope on the future of the pandemic.  

The transition to the next phase of the pandemic is anticipated to include some sort of herd, or population, 
immunity achieved naturally and/or through vaccinations. We are likely already seeing the impact the initial stages 
vaccination is having on the number of new cases in the USA, where vaccinations began in Mid-December. What 
will COVID-19 look like in the future when we have vaccinated a large portion of the population? Will it look similar 
to the flu? Influenza and the other four common human coronaviruses, which cause common colds, are also 
known as endemics. Yet, we have similarly dealt with it by having acquired immunity and/or becoming vaccinated, 
which meant that society did not require lockdowns, masks or social distancing despite those viruses being fatal 
to some. The seasonal flu is believed to cause more than 650,000 global deaths but until COVID-19, most people 
did not think twice about going to work while sick. This is not a comparison of influenza and Covid-19, rather an 
observation that the pandemic has raised awareness of how dangerous infectious diseases can be. 

Even partial immunity through naturally transmitted infections may provide some protection against severe 
disease. These viruses have been around human society for hundreds if not thousands of years. Childhood 
infection is often mild for coronaviruses and provides extended protection, although not comprehensive, from 
ensuring that as adults most do not end up with a severe infection. Covid-19 may not endure as long as influenza 
has and may not require a booster shot as frequently.  

The virus may become like measles, where immunization provides full immunity. Although, there will be groups 
of people who are not immunized against COVID-19, and those who are not immunized will likely become infected 
with the virus. Some parts of the globe do not have sufficient measles immunization, and outbreaks do occur that 
can kill thousands of people. It is believed that the virus may also be established in wild animals, which can then 
reinfect individuals after it is eradicated in humans. Ebola and Yellow Fever are found in animals, such as insects, 
which can be transmitted to people even with a perceived eradication of the disease in humans. COVID-19 has 
been passed from mink to humans, and these types of outbreaks are often hard to mitigate.  

Covid-19 will likely continue to kill people in the future, but as we find more and more treatments and reduce the 
number of people being infected due to vaccinations, it is unlikely that it will do so at the current rate. Experts 
predict that until at least 2024, we will be dealing with the issues that were brought on by COVID-19, including 
the mental, social, and economic impacts. As observed with how people reacted after the 1918 Spanish flu, it is 
likely many will become less social and more risk averse which equates to a propensity for saving their money. 
With time, these behaviors will likely reverse, but the recovery is dependent on a number of factors, including 
some outside of our control such as new variations of the virus, or even new viruses.  
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2.2 COVID-19 World News 

• How soon will COVID-19 vaccines return life to normal? 
• Latin America vaccines stoke controversy (Oxford Analytica) 

Outlook. While Chile has thus far proved the region’s best performer in securing and rolling out COVID-19 
vaccines, most of Latin America continues to struggle with supply, uncertain delivery dates and roll-out; some 
Brazilian cities have suspended jabs due to shortages. Failure to advance more swiftly will raise serious 
concerns ahead of the Southern Hemisphere winter. The politics of vaccines also raise concerns over take-up 
and instability. Ideological considerations are interpreted as underlying some vaccine decisions, while in Peru 
reports that leading politicians ‘jumped the queue’ for vaccines have prompted ministerial resignations and 
may have an impact on April’s general elections. 
Impacts. Despite relative vaccine successes, Chile may see a return to widespread protests as restrictions ease. 
Cuba is the only country developing its own vaccines, with roll-out likely in the second quarter. Supply issues 
will limit the extent of vaccination campaigns, with new virus surges likely as economies seek to reopen. A 
new COVID-19 wave in mid-2021 would see another year of economic havoc and a rise in poverty. 
 

 
 

• What's behind the drop in COVID-19 cases in Canada and other parts of the world? 
Canada, India, and the USA have seen a substantial drop in COVID-19 cases since mid-January, with over 7,000 
cases reported on January 3 in Canada, compared to just over 2,600 cases on Wednesday. In Canada, 
vaccination programs have stalled and the number of those vaccinated has not been as high as in the USA, so 
why the significant drop in cases? Some specialists are suggesting that the drop can be attributed to a number 
of factors, including Canadians following COVID-19 measures. Ontario saw a strict lockdown in the past several 
weeks, and people wearing masks can also be a factor. However, these factors are not new, and therefore, 
cannot be necessarily be the cause of the reduction. American researchers suggest that some level of 

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2021/02/how-soon-will-covid-19-vaccines-return-life-normal
https://dailybrief.oxan.com/Analysis/GA259636/Latin-America-vaccines-stoke-controversy
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/what-s-behind-the-drop-in-covid-19-cases-in-canada-and-other-parts-of-the-world-1.5313940
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population immunity has been reached. This is not the same as herd immunity, but rather region-specific 
immunity. It is interesting to note that it is possible that COVID-19 has a seasonality which may make it more 
transmissible during specific seasons.  

• UK approves first-of-its-kind study to infect young people with Covid 
The UK has approved a study that will expose healthy and young volunteers to COVID-19 in an effort to 
understand how the immune system reacts to the virus. Approximately 90 volunteers aged 18 to 30 will be 
exposed to the virus in a safe and controlled environment. They will be monitored 24/7 in quarantine until 
they are able to go home after a minimum of 17 days and no longer being infectious. The study is trying to 
understand what the smallest number of virus is required in order to cause infection. A follow up study is 
looking into exposing vaccinated individuals to the virus to best understand how the vaccine works and to 
accelerate its development. Rarely are such studies allowed as it is not ethical to give study subjects a lethal 
virus, but it is now clear that the virus is not a concern for the vast majority of young people, which is possibly 
why this study was approved in the first place. It is likely that if this study goes well, similar studies will continue 
to be conducted in an effort to better understand the virus.   

• Israeli study finds 94% drop in symptomatic COVID-19 cases with Pfizer vaccine 
The largest healthcare provider in Israel has stated that amongst 600,000 Israelis that received both doses of 
the vaccine, a 94% reduction in symptomatic COVID-19 infections was seem. Just a week after receiving the 
second dose, the group was 92% less likely to develop severe illness when compared to a group of the same 
size of people who have similar medical histories but did not receive the vaccine.  

• Eroding trust, spreading fear: The historical ties between pandemics and extremism 
• 'Wildly unfair': UN says 130 countries have not received a single Covid vaccine dose 

 

2.3 Global Awareness 

• The coronavirus is here to stay — here’s what that means 
• It's only 'the end of the beginning.' COVID-19 will be with us for years 
• North Korea tried to steal Pfizer coronavirus vaccine information, South says 

South Korea’s intelligence officials have reported that North Korea had tried to hack into the servers of Pfizer 
to steal information about the COVID-19 vaccine, as well as its treatment protocol. North Korea continues to 
report that the virus has not spread in the country and that no problems have been detected with the 
pandemic. It is unclear whether the attack was successful or when it occurred, but in November, Microsoft 
also reported that hackers from North Korea and Russia have tried stealing data from pharmaceutical 
companies, and that the Chinese government also targeted vaccine manufacturers. North Korea has been 
known for attempting to conduct cyber operations and hacks and has been associated with cyber crime, 
including the theft of $281 million in cryptocurrency assets from an exchange, and has tried to steal nuclear 
program information.  

• COVID-19 conspiracy shows vast reach of Chinese disinformation 
Internet rumors spread at the beginning of 2020 caused misinformation to be believed by people, with one in 
three Americans believing the virus was created in a lab while one in four believed it was intentionally 
engineered. Powerful countries have tried to control the narrative about the origin of the virus, and Iran, 
China, Russia, and the USA have been implicated in spreading disinformation. A study looking at millions of 
posting on various social media platforms including Facebook, Twitter, WeChat, YouTube and more have 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/health/covid-trial-young-people-study-uk-b1803326.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-israel-vaccine-idUSKBN2AE0Q2
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/pandemics-spawn-extremism/2021/02/14/d4f7195c-6b1f-11eb-ba56-d7e2c8defa31_story.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/feb/18/wildly-unfair-un-says-130-countries-have-not-received-a-single-covid-vaccine-dose
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-00396-2
https://nationalpost.com/news/postpandemic/its-only-the-end-of-the-beginning-of-covid-19
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/north-korea-pfizer-coronavirus-vaccine-hack/2021/02/16/c09ec7fc-702e-11eb-8651-6d3091eac63f_story.html
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/covid-19-conspiracy-shows-vast-reach-of-chinese-disinformation-1.5309394
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found that China was the most active at spreading foresing disinformation. China stated that it is trying to 
promote facts while defending itself against the “lies” spread by other countries who are looking to politicize 
the pandemic. Russia also chose to promote the theory that the USA engineered COVID-19 as a bioweapon, 
and China relied on Russia’s disinformation campaign which further spread the lies. Although it appears that 
China and Russia stopped overtly stating the lies, but China continued. During the WHO’s investigation team 
trip to China, Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokesperson said that the USA should allow WHO 
investigators to conduct origin tracing in the USA.  

• Diane Francis: By unfriending Australia, Facebook proves it is 'dangerously under-regulated' 
The conflict between Australia and Facebook took a surprising turn this week, with Facebook blocking news 
content from Australia publishers on Facebook. It also blocked anyone in Australia from posting news content. 
Australia was to put a law into place which would require Facebook to pay news publishers for sending traffic 
to the social media platforms, which would be reached via commercial deals or arbitration. Facebook instead 
argues that it provides free marketing for the news companies. Facebook not only blocked news content, but 
also pages by the Australian government and charities, advising that the Australian government did not clearly 
define news content. A backlash was faced by Facebook by politicians in many countries, who see this as 
Facebook putting pressure on Australia while other government are considering similar measures. It is 
becoming clear that Big Tech companies have too much power over the internet and are beginning to act as 
if government rules do not apply to them. Furthermore, not only do they not care about government rules, 
but they are also freely able to make their own, without any repercussions from government or other 
organizations due to being private companies who are globally run. Government regulations over technology 
companies should be implemented, which would reduce the ability of the companies to make arbitrary 
decisions affecting the lives of millions.  

• 1 in 3 adults are depressed or anxious due to COVID-19 
 

2.4 Political Extremism, Civil Unrest and Activism 

• You Are Not Alone’: Spanish Rapper’s Arrest Sparks Free Speech Protests 
Spain is seeing large demonstrations after the government arrested Pablo Hasel, a rapper who voiced his 
criticism against the monarchy and the state in his music lyrics. He expressed his support for a separatist group 
whose campaign was seen as one of Europe’s longest terrorism campaign, and also compared judges to Nazis 
and accused the police of brutality. His arrest and 2018 conviction for a two-year sentence, which was reduced 
to nine months, have caused thousands to protest on the streets against the restrictive laws. For the Spanish 
art community, it is unfathomable that an artist could go to prison over a song or comments on Twitter. Spain 
is known for prosecuting people who make comments on social media, based on a law that forbids 
glorification of terrorism. Previously, another rapper also sentenced to prison for his lyrics. He fled to Belgium, 
a country which will not extradite him as the charges are not a crime in Belgium.  The protests became violent 
with stones thrown, with protestors marching towards the Parliament building. Police officers were mildly 
injured and even a Reuters journalist injured by police fired rubber bullets. Spain has stated that it will be 
looking into changing the criminal code to reduce the sentences associated to speech violations.  

• Protesters out again in Myanmar to denounce military coup, police use water cannon in capital 

https://financialpost.com/diane-francis/diane-francis-by-unfriending-australia-facebook-proves-it-is-dangerously-under-regulated
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/02/covid19-mental-health-depression-anxiety
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/18/world/europe/pablo-hasel-protest-spain.html
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/asia/myanmar-junta-protest-arrests-near-500-aung-san-suu-kyi-mandalay-14224224
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Source: https://www.covid-19canada.com 

3.2 COVID-19 Canada News 

• 14.5M Canadians to be immunized by June, updated vaccination timeline shows 
New government figures released on Thursday suggest that 14.5 million Canadians are poised to receive the 
vaccine by the end of June. If Canada approves the AstraZeneca or Johnson & Johnson vaccines, it is possible 
that 24.5 million Canadian could be fully vaccinated by the end of June. By the end of September, the 
government is promising that 42 million Canadians can be vaccinated using only the two already approved 
vaccines. By the end of March, it is still believed that three million Canadian will be vaccinated, which adds up 
to about 8% of the population. Projections can be wrong, with factors such as not receiving vaccine doses 
from the manufacturers, vaccine hesitancy and inability to logistically vaccinate everyone even if there were 
enough doses. It is unclear how Canada plans to vaccinate almost three million people within a month and a 
half, and with the government’s previous mishandling of vaccine efforts, it is likely this information is to 
change, with a reduction in the projected numbers of vaccinated instead of increase.  

• Here’s why some coronavirus vaccine suppliers say they aren’t selling to provinces 
According to some vaccine manufacturers, they are not selling vaccines to provincial governments as the 
contract with the federal government forbids the companies from going into deals with separate provinces. 
However, it is unclear whether the response suggests a ban or whether the companies would rather deal with 
one entity per country. Manitoba has tried to bypass the federal government and provincially order vaccines, 
but the province is blocked from ordering any until the companies fulfill the federal contract.   

• PHAC monitoring reports of 2 COVID-19 variants merging into heavily mutated hybrid 
According to New Mexico researchers, COVID-19 is recorded in a “recombination event” in which a variant 
from the UK merged with another variant from California. This is commonly found in coronaviruses, and don’t 

https://www.covid-19canada.com/
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/14-5m-canadians-to-be-immunized-by-june-updated-vaccination-timeline-shows-1.5314048
https://globalnews.ca/news/7645939/coronavirus-vaccine-provincial-deals/
https://globalnews.ca/news/7643533/covid-uk-california-hybrid-mutant-variants/
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not necessarily mean that the new recombinant virus will be more lethal or antibody resistant. Nonetheless, 
this discovery is being monitored by scientists as a more infectious virus combined with a virus that resist 
antibodies can be a serious threat. It may also be that the virus will not be stronger than the two combined, 
but rather be a weaker version of the virus. It is being continuously monitored, and a fear is that individuals 
may be infected with more than one variant at once.  

• Health Canada not ready yet to greenlight AstraZeneca vaccine 
Despite suggesting two weeks ago that a final decision on the approval of the AstraZeneca vaccine was 
“imminent”, Health Canada has not yet made a decision regarding that vaccine. This week, WHO approved 
the vaccine and should Canada also approve it, half a million doses may arrive in March. Vaccine review was 
complicated due to an issue during clinical trials when the size of the doses was mixed up, which made an 
impact on trials results. Furthermore, its clinical trials did not involve enough older individuals to see how it 
protects them, although antibody testing showed similar response in young people as in those over 65. 
Canada’s vaccination numbers are low due to  

• More infected Albertans ghosting contact tracers as province adds variant cases 
• Canadian COVID-19 vaccine maker says it can produce 50 million doses this year 

 

3.3 Canada Awareness 

• Canada creates coalition with 57 countries to declare arbitrary detentions immoral 
• Feds dig in on support for cities looking to ban handguns, despite provincial pushback 

The federal government is allowing municipal governments to create handgun bans and has introduced new 
gun legislation which will have a government buyback program for ‘assault style’ weapons. Handgun bans by 
municipality seem arbitrary. It is unclear whether the gun cannot be transported through the city or stores 
within city jurisdiction. What occurs to gun owners who require travel through a city which bans handguns, 
or chooses to move, event temporarily, to the municipality for purposes such as work? Would they have to 
sell their gun? Provinces have pushed back against the federal plan, with Alberta indicating that cities fall 
under provincial jurisdiction and that cities should not be able to bypass provincial regulations on firearms. A 
private member’s bill in Alberta is being expedited to limit the ability of municipalities to bypass the law, and 
Saskatchewan has already passed similar legislation which banned cities in that province from banning 
firearms through bylaws. The preoccupation for the federal government with a firearm ban appears to be a 
knee jerk reaction to American news, where gun ownership is much different and less regulated than in 
Canada, as well as a reaction to the Nova Scotia shooting. However, the shooting in Nova Scotia involved 
unregistered weapons, and banning ‘assault style’ guns that are sometimes no different than guns which have 
not been labeled as ‘assault style’. The Canadian government in the same week, removed minimum sentences 
for some minor firearms charges, citing systemic racism as the cause for the changes.  As such, this move is 
only a façade for those who do not understand firearm laws in Canada to make the government appear to be 
doing something that the public is believed to care for, although most surveys suggests that Canadians are 
happy with the current Canadian gun legislation.  

• CRA locks online accounts amid investigation, leaving users worried 
• Canada’s annual inflation rate climbs to 1% in January 

 

https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/health-canada-not-ready-yet-to-greenlight-astrazeneca-vaccine-1.5313174
https://edmonton.ctvnews.ca/more-infected-albertans-ghosting-contact-tracers-as-province-adds-variant-cases-1.5312725
https://globalnews.ca/news/7643740/canada-made-coronavirus-vaccine-providence-therapeutics/
https://globalnews.ca/news/7641177/canada-arbitrary-detention-coalition-2-michaels/
https://globalnews.ca/news/7645890/handgun-ban-bill-blair-provinces-municipalities-liberal-government/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/cra-accounts-locked-1.5916607
https://globalnews.ca/news/7645186/canadas-inflation-rate-january-2021/
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3.4 Canada – Political Extremism, Civil Unrest and Activism  

   During the week of 11-18 February 2021, the majority of activist activity 
noted by Welund in Canada took place in the government sector (64%), 
followed by mining (13%) and oil and gas (11%). Protests made up the 
majority of activity (43%), followed by letter writing (11%).  

Cold weather conditions have restricted the majority of in-person protesting for most campaigns. Anti-lockdown 
campaigns were the exception, as a series of individually organized in-person protests were scheduled for the 
same weekend in multiple cities. Activists continued to capitalize on the momentum for perceived victories over 
coal mines in Alberta to mobilize against other fossil fuel infrastructure projects. 

Protests: The Government of Alberta was the target of a series of direct actions and protests regarding its position 
on coal mining permits and proposed cuts to public sector jobs. Activists targeted the offices of local MLAs in 
Calgary and Edmonton as part of the ‘Stand Up to Kenny’ campaign to oppose proposed cuts to public sector jobs 
while pushing for new fossil fuel infrastructure projects such as coal mines. 

Anti-lockdown activists scheduled a series of in-person protests in multiple cities across Canada to oppose 
continued covid-19 restrictions. Extreme cold weather in western Canada forced protesters to move actions 
indoors, protesting inside of large malls. Campaigners in Ottawa held a protest at Parliament Hill demanding the 
federal government end all lockdown restrictions. In addition to the weekly marches, anti-lockdown campaign 
groups focused specifically on reopening small businesses. The ‘We Are All Essential’ campaign compiled a list of 
hundreds of businesses across Canada who operated for a day without enforcing masks, social distancing, or 
capacity restrictions. While these campaigns were scheduled around the same weekend, the majority of them 
were planned independently and not as a coordinated effort. 

Divestment campaigners in Canada have announced their solidarity with the ‘Defund Line 3’ campaign, which 
officially started on 16 February 2021. This multi-week campaign will feature targeted actions against financial 
institutions and insurance providers for their support of the Enbridge Line 3 pipeline. Specifically, anti-Trans 
Mountain expansion (TMX) groups stated they would attempt to link their campaign with ‘Defund Line 3’ to 
pressure Canadian banks to divest from fossil fuel projects. 

Outlook: With the official start of the ‘Defund Line 3’ campaign, Canadian divestment, climate change, and 
environmental activist groups will likely target major Canadian banks with solidarity actions demanding 
divestment from all current and future fossil fuel infrastructure projects. Activists have suggested a multi-faceted 
strategy targeting CEOs, executive members, offices, and individual branches with a series of online and in-person 
actions. 

Anti-TMX protests and actions will likely increase in activity after an injunction was filed against the tree-sit in 
Burnaby and the protest at the home of Ledcor CEO Dave Lede in Vancouver. 

Covid-19 related protests will continue with weekly scheduled actions. A nation-wide anti-lockdown solidarity 
protest is expected on 20 February in multiple cities. Workers across Canada have also started new campaigns 
demanding higher minimum wage and paid sick days amid the pandemic, which will likely see further support 
with future protest events. 

https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101689
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/100872
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101484
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101628
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101555
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101726
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101726
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101490
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101104
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/99663
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101736
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101566
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101711
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Figure 1 Total activist activity in Canada as noted by Welund. 

 

 

Figure 2 Activist activity in Canada by type as noted by Welund 
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Figure 3 Activist activity in Canada by sector as noted by Welund. 
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4. USA 
4.1 COVID UPDATE 
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4.2 COVID-19 USA News  

• States now seeing similar Covid improvements with different approaches to lockdowns 
California and Florida, states which took completely opposing approaches when dealing with COVID-19, saw 
very similar results. Florida’s governor did not close down many shops and told Floridians to ‘use common 
sense’ to reduce the transmission of the virus, with schools remining open and no mask mandates, while 
California closed down bars, indoor dining, and many non-essential services. Masks were mandates and 
schools were shut. However, both states, when controlled for population, have seen a similar curve and case 
and hospitalization numbers. Hospitalization rates in California are 24 per 100,000, while Florida has seen 22. 
Both states are currently reporting about 200 to 4000 cases per million people, and 10 to 20 deaths per million, 
and historical numbers indicate that Florida had 8,306 cases and 117 deaths per 100,000 while California’s 
numbers are 8,499 cases and 130 deaths per 100,000 people. These numbers may suggest that lockdowns are 
not as effective as first thought, which are also not necessarily promoted by WHO without a complimentary 
testing and quarantine system. It is likely that lockdowns are not as necessary as they were when little was 
known about the virus and are no longer necessary as many people have a natural immunity to the virus, 
while others are gaining immunity via vaccinations. It is also likely that individuals who are under lockdown 
will undergo stress and may also not be able to work, a factor which may bring down morale and cause 
individuals to slip from following COVID-19 measures.  

• COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations continue massive drop since January peak 
• Since the USA’s peak numbers for hospitalizations and cases of Mid-January, a sharp drop has been seen. The 

seven-day average of new cases has decreased by over 64% since January 12 and the number of those 
hospitalized has decreased by half. The majority of states (40) are seeing a decline in new cases, while eight 
have not changed, and only three states (South Dakota, Nebraska, and Alaska) have seen an increase. It is 
likely this decrease is seen due to the number of vulnerable Americans that have received a vaccination. 

• Scientists Call on C.D.C. to Set Air Standards for Workplaces, Now 
• Almost One-Third of US Troops Are Refusing COVID Vaccines, Officials Say 
• Federal agents seize roughly 10 million phony N95 masks in Covid-19 probe 

4.3 USA Awareness 

• Millions of jobs probably aren’t coming back, even after the pandemic ends 
Economics warn that millions of Americans currently without jobs may not be rehired as the positions are no 
longer required. Business plans appear to focus on at least 20% of workers working from home, having less 
travel for business, and automating positions or replacing them with robots. It is likely that this will cause a 
reduction in hotel workers, restaurants and downtown stores. Companies are investing in automation, a 
capital investment which is not usually reversed, and many office or retail jobs are also being automated.  

• FBI, U.S. attorney in Brooklyn probing Cuomo administration on nursing homes 
An investigation has been launched by the FBI into the handling of New York Governor Cuomo’s coronavirus 
taskforce, in relation to the handling by senior taskforce members of nursing homes and long-term care 
facilities during the pandemic. At the beginning of the pandemic, the taskforce ordered long term care homes 
to accept COVID-19 positive residents who have been discharged from the hospital, as long as the care home 
can provide proper care. Within two months, this directive was changed and in January a report came out that 

https://www.nbcnews.com/nightly-news/video/states-now-seeing-similar-covid-improvements-with-different-approaches-to-lockdowns-101120069893
https://abcnews.go.com/US/covid-19-cases-hospitalizations-continue-massive-drop-january/story?id=75896236
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/17/health/coronavirus-aerosols-workplaces.html
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2021/02/17/almost-one-third-of-us-troops-are-refusing-covid-vaccines-officials-say.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/federal-agents-seize-roughly-10-million-phony-n95-masks-covid-n1258167
https://www.washingtonpost.com/road-to-recovery/2021/02/17/unemployed-workers-retraining/
https://www.timesunion.com/news/article/cuomo-investigation-fbi-covid-nursing-homes-15957401.php
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has associated the directive with a high number of deaths in long term care homes. Furthermore, it is reported 
that thousands of long-term care home deaths were under reported, as they occurred in the hospital and not 
in the care home. Cuomo replied suggesting that there was nothing to investigate and that New York was 
transparent of all deaths which have occurred.  

• Donald Trump sued by senior Democrat congressman Bennie Thompson over Capitol riot 
• Texas grid was 'minutes' from failing, lawmaker says 

4.4 USA – Political Extremism, Civil Unrest and Activism (Provided by Welund)  

During the week of 11-18 February 2021, the majority of activist activity 
in the US noted by Welund took place in the government sector (41%), 
followed by oil and gas (18%) and utility (11%). Protests made up most 
activity (42%), followed by critical commentary (15%) and webinars (9%).  

Overall, campaigners are still focused on commentary to push the Biden administration to take action on policies 
to support their causes. The adverse weather across much of the country may be a factor in keeping overall activity 
low, as several states in the US are experiencing record breaking low temperatures and winter weather. 

Stop the Money Pipeline (STMP) coalition launched its ‘defund Line 3’ campaign targeting the financial institutions 
invested in Enbridge and the Line 3 pipeline. It hosted a ‘launch party’ and webinar to promote the fossil fuel 
divestment campaign. The webinar outlined the multi-week divestment campaign against financial institutions 
(JPMorgan Chase, Citi, Bank of America, TD Bank, and Union Bank/MUFG were identified as the primary targets). 

Despite the pandemic, activists continue to organize in-person protests to broadcast their campaigns and 
demands. Many organizers have incorporated physical distancing and mask-wearing adaptations to limit the risk 
of gathering for protests. New York, California, Ohio, and Minnesota saw the most protests this week. 

There has been continued opposition, direct actions, and protests against Enbridge’s Line 3 in Minnesota. On 12 
February 2021, activists from Collective for Another World gathered near the home of Teresa Madden in Boulder, 
Colorado, to stage a ‘die-in’ against the Line 3 pipeline. Madden sits on Enbridge’s Board of Directors. On 16 
February, three anti-Line 3 activists were arrested after they locked on inside a pipe segment in Wadena, 
Minnesota. 

On 11 February, MVMT Catalyst protested at the headquarters of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 
Washington, DC as part of Build Back Fossil Free (BBFF) campaign’s week of action. The week of action called on 
President Biden to “build back fossil free” and hold him “accountable to his promises for bold climate action.” 

On 16 February, workers at fast-food restaurant chains in 15 US cities went on strike to demand that the minimum 
wage be raised to $15 an hour.  

Outlook: Welund continues to monitor covid-19 cases across the US for indications that additional lockdown 
measures may inspire protests and demonstrations, similar to those that attracted nationwide media attention 
in April and May 2020 and those currently taking place in Canada. On 20 February, Amazon opponents will host a 
‘national day of action’ in solidarity with the union vote in Alabama. Amazon workers in Bessemer, Alabama are 
voting to unionize at the company's BHM1 fulfillment center. If successful, they would become the first of 
Amazon’s United States employees to unionize. 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-02-17/trump-sued-by-senior-democrat-over-capitol-riots/13162056
https://edition.cnn.com/2021/02/17/weather/texas-winter-storm-wednesday/index.html
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101104
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101104
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101574
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101738
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101248
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/10086
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101556
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/91551
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/101471
https://platform.welund.com/article/read/100426
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Figure 4 Total activist activity in the US as noted by Welund. 

 

 

Figure 5 Activist activity in the US by industry as noted by Welund 
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Figure 6 Activist activity in the US by type as noted by Welund. 
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